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New IC 2 Director Named, C2 E Moves to MCC Building
Late spring brought significant changes
to the IC 2 Center for Commercialization and Enterprise-a new director for
IC 2 Institute and a new home for C2E
operations.
Dr. Robert Sullivan, former dean of the
Graduate School of Industrial Administration at Carnegie Mellon University, became director of the Institute on June 1.
Dr. Sullivan, who was a member of the
UT-Austin faculty from 1976 to 1991, replaced the Institute's founding director,
Dr. George Kozmetsky. In addition to being an Ic2 Fellow, Dr. Kozmetsky has assumed chairmanship of the IC 2 Institute
Advisory Board.
"The IC 2 Institute-with its components, which include C 2E-not only
offers outstanding opportunities to be a
catalyst for the University, but also to
have an impact on communities, both
local and international," Dr. Sullivan
said. "The Institute has the highest vision and goals, and I welcome the ability
to participate in achieving them."
At about the same time, C2E moved its
operations, including the Austin Technology Incubator (ATI), to the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) building on the UT-Austin
J. J. Pickle Research Campus in northwest
Austin.
C2E director Laura Kilcrease said she is
"very pleased that Bob Sullivan has chosen to look back at some of his professional roots and return to The University
of Texas at Austin and, more specifically,
to the IC 2 Institute."
Kilcrease said Dr. Sullivan ''brings
back more skills, more connections, and
a wider view of where the world is going." She added that "having one of our
own return with refreshing new concepts is going to have a significant impact in allowing us to continue to break

barriers and pioneer new concepts in education, research, and the practical implementation of this knowledge in fostering economic and social well-being."
The move to the MCC building, from
which C2E supports its remote activities
throughout the nation, places the center
in a "very unique location," in several
senses, Kilcrease noted. First, the building was designed specifically to "foster
technology preeminences and hence it is
an excellent environment for the emerging technology companies ATI nurtures."
In addition, being located physically
close to MCC's operations "provides
mutual opportunities, which will now
span the full commercialization process
from precompetitive research all the
way through to technology transfer and
market mechanisms for successful marketbased products."
The mutual benefit of co-location
with MCC is likely to produce some
significant opportunities, according to
Kilcrease. One such opportunity was
the recent cohbsting by C2E and MCC of
R&D managers representing Europe's
leading semiconductor, aerospace, and
computer manufacturing companies. The
visit was sponsored by the Brusselsbased Open Microprocessor Systems
Initiative Management Organization, a
trans-European research effort partially
funded by the European Union.
The companies were exploring potential collaborative projects in embedded microprocessor systems related to
telecommunications, consumer electronics, and automotive applications.
Kilcrease said bringing twenty CEOs
and vice presidents of European companies for the specific purpose of finding
joint research opportunities and funding
them is an important aspect of fostering
connections into the global markets.
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ATI Moves, Adds Six Companies, Plans Fall Graduation
The recent move of the ATI office and
tenant companies to the Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) building was essential to accommodate the expanding incubator,
according to ATI director Jamin Patrick
(see article on the front page).
In addition to providing sufficient
space for expansion, the facilities provide tenants with such benefits as a fullservice cafeteria, 24-hour security, and
on a clear day, a great view of downtown
Austin, Patrick said. He added that visitors find it easy to spot the facility at
3925 West Braker Lane, just off Mo-Pac.
New Companies. During the first
months of 1995, ATI admitted six new
companies with exciting prospects,
Patrick announced.
Creative Learning was founded as the
result of a daughter's desire to help her
father regain his ability to speak after
suffering a stroke. The 30 software programs the company has marketed under
the names Breakthrough to Language
and Multisensory Curriculum have
helped many stroke victims and others
with language impairments improve
their communication skills.
Interval Systems has developed a new
system to secure the transmission of electronic information and published software over the Internet. This system allows consumers to use it on a metered or
unlimited basis and be charged automatically for its use. The system improves on
traditional methods of distributing software and electronic information by lowering the purchase risks and simplifying
the transaction for both buyers and
sellers.
Savantage, Inc., an MCC spinout, develops a family of electronic system design analysis tools for the electronics
industry. These tools enable designers of
microelectronics systems to perform a
total conceptual design analysis prior to
full simulation and prototype creation.
POLO International is the U.S. subsidiary of POLO de Software, one of the
leading companies in the computer software industry in Brazil. DOCFLOW,
POLO's document control system, substantially improves document control

and minimizes loss of information, providing better management of larger document volumes.
Skipstone, Inc., supplies technology
and products for the forthcoming Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 1394 high-speed serial bus

Encore Orthopedics, Reveille
Technologies, Fastman Inc.,
Medical Polymers, Fourth State
Technology, and Partnerwerks
will graduate from the incubator
in September.
interconnect. This new standard for
digital interconnect is the basis for an
expansion of digital technology in video,
communications, entertainment, test and
measurement, command and control,
computer peripherals, and vehicular
applications.
ATI also admitted the latest winner of
the UT-Austin MOOT CORP® competition, True Dimensions. Each year ATI
provides the winner of that competition
with office space at no charge and access
to all ATI services. True Dimensions
manufactures and sells the Flogiston
Chair, which was developed by NASA
research to provide complete relaxation
by minimizing stress.
Graduating Companies. Six companies will be launched from the incubator
into the business world in ceremonies
to be held in the MCC auditorium in
September. The graduating companies
are Encore Orthopedics, Reveille Technologies, Fastman Inc., Medical Polymers, Fourth State Technology, and
Partnerwerks.

World Wide Web site for Austin Technology Incubator:
http:/ /www.utexas.edu/ depts/ic2/ ati.html

ATI Helps Russia's Move toward Market-Based Economy
IC 2 and the Foundation for Enterprise
Development (Washington, D.C.) have
recently joined forces with the Morozov
Project, a Russian government program
to spur economic development in Russia
through private business ownership. For
two weeks in June, 15 Russian business
directors visited ATl· to receive training
in successful entrepreneurship, incubator set-up and management, and business plan development, as well as the
development of professional networks
and capital sources to support private
business.
The group's activities were planned
and managed by Chris Lake Marcum,
IC 2 executive development director, and
Li Eckert, conference coordinator. The
classroom portion of the training program was the first IC 2 executive education program conducted at ATI's new
facilities in the MCC building.
In welcoming ceremonies on the first
day of the Russians' visit, Dr. George
Kozmetsky, IC 2 founding director, spoke
on "Global Entrepreneurship"; Laura
Kilcrease, IC 2 assistant director and ATI
founding director, presented "Applying
the Incubator Model in Russia"; and ATI
director Jamin Patrick discussed the
benefits of ATI to the local community in
"Discover ATI."
The training program was planned to
show how government, academia, and
private business work together to support
economic development. To illustrate this
concept, IC 2 and ATI staff members took
the group to visit the Austin and San Antonio chambers of commerce, the City of
Austin council chambers, the UT-San
Antonio Small Business Development
Center, and the Texas Research Park in
San Antonio.
Successful Entrepreneurship. Austin
entrepreneurs Brad Armstrong, Geza
Nemeth, and Peter Roy told the success
stories of their businesses to the visitors.
Armstrong, who founded and continues
to head the Blue Whale Moving Company, was named 1993 Entrepreneur of
the Year, an award sponsored by Ernst
& Young, Merrill Lynch, and Inc. magazine. Nemeth is founder and CEO of
Compuseis, Inc., a 1994 graduate of ATI
that develops and markets the RealTime Acquisition Processing System
(RAPS) 1000. Roy is CEO of Whole
Foods Market.

Other presentations were made by two
UT-Austin faculty members: Dr. Gary
Cadenhead, a senior lecturer in management and sponsor of the international
MOOT CORP® competition, and Dr.
John Butler, an IC 2 Centennial Fellow,
chairman of the Department of Sociology, and a professor of sociology and
management who holds the James
Douglass Centennial Professorship in
Entrepreneurship and Small Business.
Incubator Set-Up and Management.
Guest speakers for the training on incubator set-up and management included
Samuel Pruett, director of the Genesis Incubator in Fayetteville, Arkansas, and
Ron Topsom, director of the Science Park
in Melbourne, Australia. Johan Gervais,
director of the San Marcos Incubator,
spoke on "The Experiences of a MixedUse Incubator," and Carol Thompson,
president of The Thompson Group in
Austin, talked about the role of an advisory board for an incubator.
Financial Issues. The role of venture
capital in entrepreneurship was discussed by Tom Winter, a partner in
ONSET Ventures. His firm is a $100million-fund venture capital firm focused on the information technology and
biomedical product industries. ONSET
specializes in creating new business
from the seed or start-up phase.
David Gerhardt, executive director
of The Capital Network (TCN), spoke
about building capital networks. TCN
is the largest investment capital network in the United States (see article in
this issue).
Other finance-related presentations included "Banking and Lending Practices,"
by Chris Wheeler of Bank One; "Negotiating Techniques," by Keith Cunningham
of Cable Healthcare Corp.; and "American Accounting Practices," by Mike Blue
of Ernst & Young LLP.
In addition to making presentations to
the group on business plan development, IC 2 and ATI staff members also
consulted individually with participants
regarding business plans for their particular incubators in Russia.
To complete their Texas experience,
the Russians received a taste of Texan
culture by touring various points of interest in Austin and San Antonio.

Reporter: Denise Calfo
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1995-96 Leaders Selected, Operating Plan Developed
The Austin Software Council (ASC) recently elected a new team of leaders for
1995-96, according to ASC chair Chip
Wolfe. He said the mission for the new
officers is to continue developing Austin
into the "Information Software Capital
of the World."
Operating and Strategic Plans. He
also announced that ASC has developed
an 18-month operating plan to translate
the vision of the group's strategic plan
into meaningful, measurable action. The
plan, which is being reviewed by the
ASC Advisory Board, "sets the blueprint
for transition to the next level of organizational maturity" by adding professional staff-an executive director and
an administrative assistant.
Wolfe said that the 1993 Strategic Plan
"does an excellent job of communicating
ASC's long-term goals and mission,"
while the Operating Plan focuses on "tactical initiatives to address immediate opportunities." He pointed to securing additional funding and the hiring of a full-time
executive director as being among the
most significant of these opportunities.
New Officers and Committee Chairs.
In addition to Wolfe, who is with Sterling Information Group, the new officers
are Gene Lowenthal, a management consultant, vice chair, and Jamin Patrick,
Austin Technology Incubator, ASC administrative coordinator.
Standing committee and task force
chairs include Strategic Directions, Dr.
John Vanston, Technology Futures, Inc.;
Membership, Keith Zimmerman, Commercial Industrial Properties Co.; Programs, Joe McCall, Prudential Securities
Incorporated; Publicity, Teresa Ferguson, Sterling Information Group; and
ASC Newsletter, Robert Pyle, ThomasConrad Corporation.
Other chairs are Capital Resources,
Matthew Booth, Booth Ahrens PC; Human Resources, Alistair Campbell-Dick,
O'Keefe & Associates; Collaborative
Ventures, Becky Taylor, Terrace Mountain Systems; World Class Technology,
Paul Toprac, Domack Software; Connectivity, David Smith, Strategic Pathways;
and Communications, Bob Bird, Ira
Rogers and Company.

In the coming months, ASC will increase its efforts to attract new members.
Toward this goal, ASC is expanding its
list of member benefits. For example,
ASC members now have access to two
kinds of insurance through companies
that are members of the council.
The first insurance is a group health
plan designed for small companies with
two or more employees. Called the
ASCent Plan, this insurance is offered by
the Resource Financial Group of Austin
through Greg Smyth.
The second insurance is a personal
disability income protection plan offered
by Principal Mutual Life Insurance
Company through Charlene Guess of
the Principal Financial Group. This customized personal program, offered at a
substantial discount to ASC members,
can integrate with an employer's longterm disability benefits.
Another incentive to encourage ASC
membership is the addition of a corporate membership level suitable for larger
businesses.
ASC Monthly Programs. Monthly programs continue to be well attended and
popular with members, according to
program chair Joe McCall.
Recent programs included:
• a panel discussion on software
distribution methods, featuring Mark
Holliday, CEO of Tanisys; Robert
Diwan, president and founder of
AustinSoft; and Robin Curle, cofounder
of Evolutionary Technologies.
• a presentation about key business
trends and policy issues for the software
industry by John Mancini of the
American Electronics Association.
• a discussion of marketing and
promotion tactics by Peter Coad,
president of Object International.
• a talk about strategic information
and the software industry by Steven
Papermaster, CEO and founder of BSG,
Inc.
ASC meetings are held on the first
Tuesday of each month. For more
information, call 512-305-0000 or
Internet: atiinfo@ati.utexas.edu.

Reporter: Teresa Sansone Ferguson

World Wide Web site for Austin Software Council:
http:/ /www.utexas.edu/ depts/ic2/ asc.html

Year's Schedule Will Include Three Meeting Formats
The 1995-96 schedule of the recently
established UT /IC 2 Business Forum
will include meetings in three formats,
according to Alan Geye, president. The
group will hold Executive Round Tables, bi-monthly Business Forum meetings, and an annual symposium.
The Business Fortillf' was formed in the
spring from the UT-Austin Entrepreneurs' Council with the help of IC 2
founding director George Kozmetsky
and Senior Research Fellow David V.
Gibson. Dr. Kozmetsky, who is chairman
of the IC 2 Advisory Board, and IC 2 director Robert S. Sullivan are cochairs of the
group.
Organized to serve rapidly growing
middle-stage companies, the Business
Forum is intended to act as a catalyst and
information resource for the Austin business community-helping companies
improve business procedures, maximize
their resources, and realize their business goals, Geye said.
• Executive Round Tables will provide wide-ranging, interactive discussions on significant business issues, according to Peter Nolan, Round Table
committee chair. Attendance is open
only to senior executives of middle-stage
and mature businesses.
At the first of the Executive Round Tables, a breakfast meeting to be held September 28, corporate CEOs will be able
to participate in a discussion led by John
M. "Neel" Foster, one of seven members
of the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB).
Before accepting the FASB appointment in 1993, Foster was vice president
and treasurer of Compaq Computer,
posts he had held since the company's
founding in 1983.
• Bi-Monthly Business Forum Meetings are designed to let company executives take advantage of the expertise of
UT /IC 2 Business Forum members and
selected professionals from across the
United States. Based on a case-study format, the Business Forum will invite a
CEO to present his company's business
plan and discuss specific business challenges. An invited panel of consultants
and executives will offer comments and

suggestions. Emphasis will be on informal discussion, constructive comments,
and recommendations for improvements. The audience will also have an
opportunity to offer questions or constructive ideas to the panel or the presenting company. The first bi-monthly
meeting will be held in October.
• An Annual Symposium, open to
members and the public, will consist of
all-day seminars and workshops focusing on a theme particularly relevant to
today's businesses. The first symposium
will be held in the spring of 1996.
UT /IC 2 Business Forum members offer the Austin business community a
range of financial, marketing, and technical expertise. President Geye is president
of Geye & Associates, a management
consulting firm. Vice President Jim Long
is CEO of Services Resources Group, Inc.,
a consultancy for high-growth and turnaround companies. Secretary Laraine
Benedikt is president of Laraine Benedikt
& Associates, a marketing and business
development company. Treasurer Jack
Collins is a senior vice president at First
Interstate Bank.
The Business Forum extends an open
invitation to companies for membership
and for its bi-monthly meetings. Candidates for presentation will be CEOs of
rapidly growing middle-stage companies whose revenue generally exceeds
$10 million.
If you are interested in attending a
Business Forum meeting, would like
more information, or know a company
that might benefit from the expertise
available at the Business Forum, call one
of these committee chairs:
Attendance

Bob Baumgartner
512-245-9192

Round Tables

Peter Nolan
512-474-8881

Business Forum

Chris Phillips
512-476-9990

Or call IC 2 Institute
512-475-8900

Reporter: Richard Cole

World Wide Web site for UT /IC 2 Business Forum:
http:/ /www.utexas.edu/depts/ic2/entrepre.html
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Group Applies Knowledge, Tools to Commercialization
In response to growing demand from a
wide variety of technology-based organizations, IC 2 has expanded its commercialization activities through its Technology Marketing Group, according to
C 2E director Laura Kilcrease. Leveraging
the experience gained in supporting the
Technology Commercialization Centers
(see articles on adjacent pages), the
Group applies industry knowledge and
a toolkit of proprietary methods to the
task of developing and implementing
targeted commercialization strategies.
Technology marketing manager Tom
Farrell notes that combining technical
and market knowledge with the experience and capability to act upon that
knowledge "is fundamental to achieving
our mission of maximizing the return on
an organization's intellectual property
through proactive commercialization."
To ensure adequate human resources
to support multiple projects, the Group
has brought in two additional fullti,me marketing professionals, Dennis
McWilliams and Tom Stephenson.
"These new initiatives are part of a
natural progression for IC 2," Kilcrease
said. "We've put in place a strong team
of professionals with a unique set of
competencies and tools to deliver outstanding results for our partners and
clients." The expansion of the Technology Marketing Group has allowed it to
support a diverse group of partners:
• The Group continues to provide
marketing, planning, and research for
NASA through the Ames and Johnson
Technology Commercialization Centers.
For example, the Group is working with
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) to facilitate the licensing of a NASA artificial
intelligence software system to train
workers on AMD's semiconductor production lines.
" At the request of the The University
of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) at
Galveston, IC 2 conducted a technology
portfolio analysis that provided a full inventory of commercializable technologies in selected UTMB laboratories.
Within four months, over 50 technologies with commercial potential were
identified and cataloged in a proprietary
technology database. Business plans, including financial projections and full
market analysis, were developed for two
UTMB technologies-a wound healing

agent and an HIV antibody test. These
plans are currently being used as the
basis for two start-up companies.
• The National Information Display
Laboratory (NIDL) is funded by the
Central Intelligence Agency to develop
leading-edge image processing and compression technologies for use in reconnaissance applications. NIDL has contracted with IC 2 to develop market-based
strategies to commercialize a number of
technologies, including a suite of sophisticated techniques originally developed
to detect military targets.
With the help of the Technology Marketing Group, these recently declassified
technologies will be transferred for use
by radiologists to analyze mammography data for the early detection of breast
cancer. The application of these technologies has the potential to significantly
increase the survival rate of the one
woman in eight who develops breast
cancer.
• The federally funded United States
Industry Coalition (USIC) supports the
U.S. mission of achieving nuclear nonproliferation and bolsters the privatization of the economies of the New
Independent States (NIS, former Soviet
Union) by funding cooperative R&D at
NIS Institutes and Department of Energy
laboratories. IC 2 is assisting USIC in its
efforts to become self-supporting by examining a broad spectrum of NIS technologies for commercial potentl.al in
such fields as energy, environmental remediation, and materials science.
• The California State University Institute has enlisted the help of the Technology Marketing Group in determining
the market feasibility of GINA™, an integrated Internet access system developed for the educational community.
In addition, the Group is currently exploring relationships with a number of
other private and public organizations.
"We're extremely enthusiastic about
making our commercialization expertise
available to such diverse organizations," said technology marketing manager Dan Kubala. "Not only are we
fulfilling our mission of technology
commercialization, but we have the opportunity to achieve significant societal
impacts as well."

Reporter: Dennis McWilliams
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Johnson TCC Adds Marketing Manager, New Companies
As it approaches the end of its second
year of operations, Johnson TCC at the
Johnson Space Center (JSC) "continues
to establish itself as a new tech-transfer
business incubator for NASA's premier
operational center," according to its director, Dr. Jill D. Fabricant.
In response to needs expressed by
companies in the incubator, an experienced business planning and marketing executive, James L. Cameron, has
been added to its staff. Dr. Fabricant said
that "the addition of a marketing manager enables us to take a more proactive
stance in support of our companies."
The TCC has also experienced a more
than threefold growth in activities during the year. It now supports seven incubator companies within its walls and an
additional six companies outside the incubator. The thirteen companies employ
a total of 49 people.
The three most recent additions to
the TCC are all software applications
providers:
• Jack Rabbit Productions develops
QuikTakes-short, topic-oriented PC
training modules-which corporate employees can access on servers to learn a
variety of techniques on the most popular software platforms in less than five
minutes. QuikTakes employ the NASA
INTERAGENT software technology developed by another Johnson TCC company, Modulus Technologies, Inc., to
train astronaut in-flight routines.
• Applied Information Sciences utilizes a NASA-developed search engine
to build linked search lists for the science
and technology market. Applications in
medicine, business, and finance are also
being investigated.
• Aphelion, Incorporated, develops
software applications to manage a variety of retail business categories. It is
developing a new software application
targeted to the business marketplace
that will utilize NASA-developed neural
learning techniques for the purpose of
cost proposals and budgeting, especially
for large projects.
Activities of other Johnson TCC companies include these:

• Modulus Technologies has successfully launched its DARIS interface to INTERAGENT, NASA's interactive training software. Development of
DARIS was funded by NASA through a
Small Business Innovation Research
(SBIR) grant.
• Ortech Engineering, Inc., has just
completed the transfer of a NASA
Phase II SBIR grant to develop a fuzzylogic-based environmental controller for
a test bed simulating space-station, commercial, and residential environments.
• Tenagra Corporation, now in its
second year in the TCC, has a national
reputation as a leader in providing highend Internet marketing and public relations services.
• Laser Professor plans to introduce
its interactive Intelligent Physics Tutor
software product, which was licensed in
1994 from JSC, to schools and students at
the end of 1995. Physics Tutor was recently selected to be featured in the 1995
edition of NASA Spinoffs, to be published
in November.
• AdvanTex, Inc., specializes in providing software analysis and control
products based on NASA-developed
software by embedding advanced computing technologies-such as genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, fuzzy
logic, and neural networks-into applications programs and tools.
• Wolverton Products is preparing to
market a complete line of air purifiers,
using live natural plants to purify airborne contaminants as they are drawn
past an enzyme-rich root network in a
controlled soil mixture.
The Johnson TCC hosts monthly public seminars to provide education and
training for entrepreneurs interested in
learning how to access NASA technology and how to start and grow a business. Two other Johnson TCC activities
nurture companies in the incubator: CEO
Luncheons, supported by a local law firm
and a major consulting firm in Houston
and monthly Roundtables that encourage dialogue with client companies.

Reporter: James L. Cameron

World Wide Web site for Johnson TCC:
http:/ /www.utexas.edu/ depts/ic2/nasajsc.html

Ames TCC Now an Established Part of Silicon Valley
In its first year and a half of operation,
the Ames TCC has become an "established part of the Silicon Valley," according to its site director John Gee. He said
the incubator has achieved a successful
track record in developing and launching new technology ventures. The new
ventures in turn h<T'le created upwards
of 80 new jobs-most of them professional high-value, high-interest jobs.
The TCC now encompasses 18 companies. Fifteen of the companies are housed
in the incubator and three are part of its
"incubator outside the walls" program.
Despite the addition of 2,000 square
feet to its original 10,000 square feet, several companies are on the waiting list to
enter the incubator. The TCC plans to
expand again in the coming months.
Gee said companies come to the Ames
TCC not only for low-cost space and
executive services, but ·also because the
incubator connects them to a highquality know-how network of people
who can help them get their businesses
funded and launched.
In addition, the Ames TCC Advisory
Board, which was recently expanded
to include several venture capitalists,
take·s an active interest in helping the
companies.
The incubator companies are all technology start-ups with high growth potential. More than one third of these
businesses are now funded and actually
selling product, and a number of other
companies are near funding.
Funding has come from a variety of
sources-venture capitalists, private investors, and strategic partnerships. All
told, incubator start-ups have obtained
more than $5 million in outside investment funds.
Gee noted that there are several reasons some companies are housed outside
the facility. For example, two of the companies outside the incubator's walls are
situated outside the Sunnyvale areaDecision Point, Inc., which produces
multimedia CD-ROMs on public policy,
is located in Sacramento; and Ice Management Systems, which produces aircraft and automotive de-icing systems, is
in Fallbrook in southern California.

A third company, Galileo Laboratories, develops food products and pharmaceuticals to promote optimal cell
functioning for people who are ill or under stress. Galileo needs lab space and so
is housed in two locations-one within
the NASA Ames Space Center and the
other in nearby subleased space. Galileo
is one of two biomedical companies doing breakthrough nutriceutical work; the
other, Cooke Nutriceuticals, will produce a compound to slow or even reverse the progression of atherosclerosis.
The TCC's five software companies
and their products include Interval
Logic Corporation-a high-powered
scheduling system; Real-Time Innovations, Inc.-Control Shell-a premier
CASE system and related tools; BCL
Computers-powerful tools for automatically interpreting document structures; Virtual-Time Software, Inc.software that allows real-time operating
systems and Windows to work together
on a single PC; and Edge Software,
Inc.-a family of Windows products
to perform work-flow documentation,
analysis, and improvement.
Other companies and their products include Communication Network
Systems-wireless communications systems; Strata Systems, Inc.-photographic enhancement; Pangea Network
Technologies-data mining tools for
the Internet; Digital Records-international network of medical and other
transcription services; Decibel Instruments-products to improve hearing
diagnosis and hearing-disorder rehabilitation; SkyWatch Information Services-Windows mapping software to
deliver disaster information and analysis; ClearSight-a see-through head set
for pilots; and Nano-Photonics-threedimensional, nondestructive measurement systems; and Pragmatic Communications, Inc.-remote wireless
audio, video, and data communications
equipment.
The TCC continues to draw graduate
student interns from Stanford, Santa
Clara, and Harvard universities.

Reporter: John Gee

World Wide Web site for Ames TCC:
http:/ /www.utexas.edu/ depts/ic2/nasaarc.html
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Investments from TCN Introductions Pass $25 Million
Three recent investment transactions
resulting from its introduction of investors to entrepreneurs have brought
the total investments from such introductions to more than $25 million,
David Gerhardt, TCN executive director, has announced.
The introductiOflS include Savantage,
Inc., a software Company and an ATI
tenant; Sports Fantasy Trivia, a computer games company; and TravelFest
Superstores, a specialty retail firm.
"Access to capital is a critical need for
fast-growing companies," Gerhardt said.
TCN assists young companies in the
difficult task of finding investors by introducing entrepreneurs and investors
based on mutual business interests in a
timely and confidential process.
Savantage Inc., a spinout of the Microelectronics and Computer Technology
Corporation (MCC), develops cornputeraided engineering tools. "TCN really
helped fill a critical need for our company," Savantage president Ken Drake
said. "We were introduced to five investors and after further discussions and
negotiations we closed our deal with one
of them" for a half-million-dollar investment. Savantage CFO Anthony Mariotti
adds, "TCN was easy to work with, their
process of introducing our company
to investors was very cost-effective and
complemented our direct fund-raising
efforts."
Jim Kenton, president of Sports Fantasy Trivia, a local company developing
rnultiplayer computer games, said that
"TCN introduced us to an individual
who invested in our company at a critical
time. We were able to continue product
development and attract additional investors, thanks to the 'angel' from TCN."
Gary Hoover, CEO of TravelFest Superstores, also found an investor for his
latest venture through TCN. He called
TCN "important to the fund-raising
efforts of entrepreneurs like ourselves,"
noting that TCN "helps bridge the gap
between seed capital and later-stage
venture capital."
TCN investors include individual investors, institutional investors (such as
venture capital firms), and corporate

investors. Torn Winter, a partner in
ONSET Ventures, said that his firm
"benefits from the deal flow that TCN
provides."
The variety of investors is important to
the matching process, Gerhardt said,
since TCN works with a diverse group of
companies. They range from start-ups
and early-stage enterprises to established
companies, and include both manufacturing and service firms.
Laura Kilcrease, TCN president, said
the network is recognized as one of the
most successful capital networks in the
nation and is being used as a model for
other regional networks. TCN is assisting in the development of regional networks -in California, Washington, Arizona, and Utah.
In addition to introducing investors to
entrepreneurial ventures, TCN cosponsors seminars on venture financing issues. The network also maintains a database of business experts who can assist
companies in a variety of areas including
deal structuring, marketing, and management.
TCN came to the aid of one company,
Interval Systems, that had been conducting an "exhausting and time-consuming" search for a president. According to
Brian Godinez, vice president of marketing for the company, TCN recommended
"two outstanding candidates that fit our
profile." Interval Systems, an ATI tenant,
provides support for commerce on the
Internet.
TCN chairman Dan Matheson said the
network has demonstrated that it can
bring together investors and entrepreneurs-"now our goal is to reach out to
even more investors and entrepreneurs
who can benefit from this innovative introduction service."
For information about TCN and its
programs, call or write
David H. Gerhardt
The Capital Network
3925 West Braker Lane, Suite 406
Austin, Texas 78759-5321
Telephone 512-305-0826
Fax 512-305-0836

Reporter: David Gerhardt

World Wide Web site for The Capital Network:
http:/ /ww.utexas.edu/ depts/ic2/tcn.htrnl
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JIMT Project Receives $2.5 Million Air Force Grant
The JIMT project has been awarded a
new $2.S million grant from the U.S.
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
(AFOSR). The grant, which will begin in
October, is for the 1995--:98 period.
The IC 2 JIMT project at The University
of Texas at Austin is one of 12 U.S. centers for the study of Japanese technology
and management. Five of the 12 centers
received new grants that will begin in
the fall. In addition to IC 2, the other
four grant winners are the University of
Michigan, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, University of Washington,
and University City Science Center
(Philadelphia).
The IC 2 JIMT project was established
in 1992 and received a two-year $2.4 million AFOSR grant at that time. Under that
grant, the JIMT project held workshops
and conferences about Japanese technology and business, developed new JIMT
courses, sponsored internships in Japan,
and produced numerous publications
about technologies and business culture
in Japan. Under the new grant, JIMT will
use IC 2's teleconferencing facility to provide topical instruction to multiple government and industry sites around the
United States. The grant will also provide increased financial support for students who take JIMT courses and complete internships in Japan.
During 1995, the JIMT project has
sponsored four interns in Japan. These
UT-Austin graduate students have different backgrounds and focuses, but

they have one common goal-to increase their understanding of Japan..
Pieter du Toit, a Ph.D. candidate in
civil engineering, has been working at
Chiyoda Corporation, a Yokahama construction firm, since April 1994 as a project manager with oversight for several
projects.
Margaret Dyer, a master's candidate
in Asian Studies, attended Obirin University in the summer for a one-month
intensive Japanese language and culture
program. She conducted research for
JIMT on the ability of Americans to acclimatize themselves to life in Japan with
differing levels of cultural orientation.
Bob Schamus, who is working toward
an M.B.A. and an M.A. in Asian Studies,
interned during the summer at the Oita
Chamber of Commerce and Industry in
Oita City, Austin's sister city on Kyushu
island. He investigated Oita's ability to
attract technology-based businesses to
the area as part of its economic development plan.
Chris Stiles, on leave from his job as
an education account manager for Apple
Computer in Austin during July and August, was a researcher in Tokyo at the
Asian Technology Information Project
(ATIP) in Tokyo (a research organization
set up by the University of New Mexico).
The interns all improved their understanding of the Japanese culture, technology, and business environment.

Reporter: Heidi Lopez-Cepero

World Wide Web site for the JIMT project:
http:/ /www.utexas.edu/ depts/ic2/jimt.html
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